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From the #1 New York Times bestselling childrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s book creator Matthew Van Fleet.A

colorful canine romp for toddlers! Look for plenty of wagging and woofing as a parade of adorable

pooches employ cleverly designed mechanics, pettable textures and even scratch-and-sniff patches

to introduce toddlers to colors, textures, and more.
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A chunky board bookabout colors features photographs of dogs and incorporates many

interactiveelements. Even the front cover of this title is interactive. Pull a large redtab, and a

bulldog's head moves back and forth as he chews on the shoelace of ared tennis shoe. Inside,

further interactive features, rhyming text, andillustrations featuring cute pups and their adorable

antics await. For example,the orange pages offer a collage of pumpkins, autumn foliage, puppies,

and a cat,reading: "Orange the patch of pumpkins, / Orange the autumn leaves, /Orange the

frumpy, napping catÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ / that I chase up a tree." One of thepumpkins is a flap that conceals the

face of a precious pup, and another,larger flap hides a pop-up tree branch on which an orange kitty

perches. Otherpages incorporate some more noxious surprises, such as: "Green the swamp Ilove to

swim in, / Green the summer grass, / Green the color of the airÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ / whenmy dog food gives

me gas." Pull the tab here to trigger a large greencloud that emanates from the back end of a



suitably embarrassed-looking bassethound. This ambitious, interactive exploration of color will be of

particularappeal to dog lovers. (Board book. 2-5) (Kirkus Reviews October 1, 2015)

Matthew Van Fleet's innovative books have been introducing children to basic concepts for more

than twenty years. His uniquely designed board books invite toddlers to touch, press, pull, lift, and

even sniff as they explore colors, shapes, numbers, letters, opposites, and more. His New York

Times bestselling titles include Cat, Heads, Alphabet and Moo as well as the #1 New York Times

bestsellers Tails and Dog. His books have sold over 6 million copies and have been translated

around the world.

I bought a copy for every person I know who has a child under the age of 5. I am now the hero of

several small children because I gave them this book! Little boys especially like the farting dog...me

too for that matter. The book is very engaging for kids. It stretches their minds to learn new words

and taps into all their senses. Where was this book when I was a kid?! I might have gone to Harvard

if I had these books as a child! The book is solid too getting dragged around the house and dropped

into the lap of any adult willing to sit and read along. In all honesty, everyone where I worked read

and played with the book when I brought it in to give to a friend for their little guy. There are five tiny

readers who are now big Matt Van Fleet and Brian Stanton fans! I'm going to have to get the other

books to solidify my hero status!

These are fantastic children's books for younger kids. The first one I bought for my grandson was

DOG. This was the second. They're tough enough to take the abuse little kids mete out and my

grandson LOVES them. He reads DOG twenty times a day and Color Dog has fallen in closely

behind. Each special occasion I plan to buy another of these books to add to his collection.

I work in a public library and this is my go-to book to get young children interested in books! I

recently gave this to a little man about 11 months old and he loves it!!! He was mesmerized with the

pictures, studying each page intently before turning the page. When he finished going through the

book, he started over again.The board book pages are really durable for the younger age group (12

months to 3 years old) and the pictures and interactive pages work well for children up to 6 years

old.

The book is very enjoyable, particular the inclusion of the Vizsla. However, the cover is attached



very poorly with glue on top of glossy surfaces that is easily torn apart. I had to sand and re-glue the

cover after it separated. Would appreciate better quality bookbinding even if it meant a higher price.

Wonderful interactive book. Other great looking animals too, but the dogs are precious!! My

grandson loves it. Bought an extra one to have on hand for a baby gift.

We have so much fun with all of Matthew Van Fleet's animal books. The Color Dog book was a

great addition to our collection. It has textures, movable parts and some noises (tee hee!). I love

how there are whole pages with a single color described. This book keeps my 19 month old's

attention and she asks to read it again and again and again. If you have a young animal lover and

want to introduce color concepts, I highly recommend this book.

Delightful as all Van Fleet's books have been.

I bought my daughter the rest of the collection of Van Fleet books - she is 7 and still loves the

brilliant pictures and clever rhymes.
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